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Abstract - In this correspondence, the singular point (SP) problem peculiar
to an integer orthonormal transform is discussed, and compatibility of the
integer transform with the corresponding real-valued transform is improved.
To avoid the SP problem, we introduce two-point permutations of order and
sign of signals. Since it satisfies the commutative law, it becomes possible to
reduce computational cost to find the best combination of the permutations
which minimizes errors due to rounding of signals inside the integer
transform.
Index Terms— error, KLT, reversible, coding, color

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, a considerable number of studies
have been made on the discrete cosine transform (DCT) to develop
efficient compression algorithms [1-2]. They have been widely
utilized to compress massive data amount of digital audio, image and
video signals for digital communications and storages. Ever since the
adoption of the DCT to the international standards JPEG and MPEG,
numerous studies have been made on constructing ‘lossy’
compression of digital wave forms [2]. These algorithms can control
quality of a reconstructed signal in exchange for compression rate.
However, it is inevitable to have some distortions in the
reconstructed signal.
For those who wish to have a waveform exactly the same as the
original signal, ‘lossless’ coding is preferable. The JPEG and the
JPEG-LS utilized the DPCM [3] and the edge-directed adaptive
prediction [4], respectively. The JPEG 2000 adopted the 5/3 integer
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [5]. However, these are not
compatible with the conventional DCT widely used for lossy coding.
In this correspondence, we improve compatibility of an integer
transform designed for lossless coding with the real valued transform
utilized for lossy coding.
Recently, various types of integer DCTs have been proposed [6].
Benefitting from its ladder structure [7], which is essentially the
same as the lifting structure excluding delays [8,9], the integer DCT
guarantees lossless reconstruction of signals even though signal
values are rounded into integers inside the transform. However, little
attention has been given to the point that some coefficient values of
the integer transform in this structure have a singular point (SP). In
our previous report in [10], we have pointed out that a coefficient
value becomes huge and it magnifies rounding errors. It degrades
coding efficiency and compatibility with the corresponding real
valued transform. This is the SP problem of an integer transform.
In this correspondence, we discuss how to minimize the SP
problem in an integer orthonormal transform. We deal with the
Karhunen-Loève transform (KLT) for color images as an example
[11,12]. When it is applied to neighboring pixels in each of color
component of an image, it can be replaced by the DCT since it is an
asymptotic approximation of the KLT to the auto-regressive model
[1]. In this case, the SP problem is latent as the basis functions are
fixed. On the contrary, when the KLT is applied between the color
components, the SP problem is revealed. This is because correlations
between the components vary depending on each of input images.
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To cope with the SP problem, permutations of ‘order’ of signals
were introduced to an integer DCT in [13], and an integer KLT of
RGB color components in [10], respectively. However, permutations
of ‘sign’ of signals were not introduced. Permutations of both of
order and sign were introduced to integer color transforms in [14].
These transforms convert RGB to other color spaces. Note that these
permutations do not generate any errors.
In [14], it was confirmed that the existing method could ease
the SP problem. However, it requires to evaluate rounding errors of
all the possible combinations of the permutations. This is because
rotation angles in a KLT are dependent to each other and a threepoint rotation is not commutative. In spite of its time consuming
procedure, it remained unknown where an SP was moved due to a
permutation.
In this correspondence, we introduce two-point permutations of
order and sign. Utilizing its composition property, we make it clear
that an SP can be shifted by one of {0, π/2, π or -π/2} radian by a
two-point permutation. Furthermore, complexity of searching the
best combination of the permutations is dramatically reduced. This is
because the rotation angles are mutually independent and a rotation
in a two-dimensional plane satisfies the commutative low. In
addition, our method requires calculation of distance between an
angle and the SP, instead of evaluating variance of the errors.
In our simulation, benefit of introducing the permutation is
firstly demonstrated for coding and compatibility, comparing to the
case without any permutation. Secondly, computational cost for
finding the best permutation is compared to the existing method in
[14]. Finally, we conclude that the SP problem can be avoided at
reduced computational cost by the proposed method.
II. INTEGER KLT AND ITS SINGULAR POINT
A. Factorization of a KLT into 2×2 Matrices
A three-point KLT converts a set of input values x into a set of
output values y as

y  K T3 x

(1)

where

y  [ yi ,

y j,

yk ] T ,

x  [ xi ,

x j , xk ] T .

A matrix K3 is determined as eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
RX defined as

R X  E [xx T ] ,

(2)

where E[ ] denotes ensemble average of each component. The KLT
converts RX into

R Y  E [ yy T ]  K T3 E [xx T ]K 3  K T3 R X K 3
 diag [i ,  j , k ],

(3)

where [λi, λj, λk] denote eigen-values. It decorrelates the input values
[xi, xj, xk] using their covariance matrix RX.
The 3×3 matrix K3 in Eq.(1) can be factorized into a product of
2×2 matrices G(φi), G(φj) and G(φk) where

cos 
G ( )  
 sin 

 sin  
.
cos  

(4)

Fig.1(a) illustrates an example of the factorization of K3. In this case,
the rotation angles {φi, φj, φk} are related to elements of K3 as

φ  [ i ,  j ,  k ]

( k ) 2,3
( k )1,2 
, arcsin( k )1,3 , arctan
 arctan

( k ) 3,3
( k )1,1 


(5)

xk

G(φi)

xj

G(φj)

xi

G(φk)

where (k)n,m denotes an element of K3 at n-th row and m-th column.
In this correspondence, we assume x to be a set of RGB color
components of a color image signal. The component set x is
decorrelated by the KLT and each component of y is fed into an
integer transform such as the integer DCT or the 5/3 integer DWT.
Since correlations between R, G and B vary depending on each input
image, a set of the rotation angles φ in Eq.(5) is assumed to be
attached to a compressed data as an overhead.

As described above, the rotation angle φ is determined by
correlations of an input signal. When it is occasionally close to π
[rad], a coefficient value becomes extremely huge, and therefore it
magnifies the rounding error. It degrades lossless coding efficiency
of the integer transform and also compatibility with the real-valued
transform. We confirm it in IV.A. and IV.B..
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Fig.2 A pair of 2×2 integer rotation transforms. F and F-1 denote
forward transform and backward transform, respectively
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Fig.1 A 3×3 KLT matrix can be factorized into
2×2 rotation matrices G(φi), G(φj) and G(φk).
B. Singular Point Problem
Fig.2 illustrates a pair of integer transforms in the ladder
structure [7]. The rotation G(φ) in Eq.(4) can be implemented in this
form. Output signals in the figure are calculated as

C. Existing Method
Fig.3(a) illustrates an existing approach reported in [14].
Permutations of order and sign of signals are introduced to cope with
the SP problem. Signals are permutated by the matrices Qa and Qb
before and after the rotations G(θi), G(θj) and G(θk). Each of them is
given as a product of permutations of sign S3 and permutations of
order P3, namely,

Q a , Q b  S 3P3 ,

(10)

where

 y '2   y2  R[ f 3 y1 ] 
 w    y  R[ f y ' ] (6)
2 2 
 1  1
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(7)
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When each of the rotations G in Fig.1 is replaced by the integer
transform F in Fig.2, comparing Eq.(4) and Eq.(8), G(φ)=F(θ)
implies

 f1

f2


 
f 3    tan ,  sin  , tan  .
2
2


(9)

The equation above indicates that the absolute value of f1 and f3 are
close to infinity when φ is close to π [rad]. This is the singular point
(SP) problem we are discussing in this correspondence.
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(12)

The rotation angles θ=[θi, θj, θk] in Fig.3(a) are determined under the
constrain that Fig.3(a) generates the same output y as the Fig.1 to the
same input x when the rounding errors are neglected. Especially,
when Qa =Qb = I3 (the identity matrix), θ=φ holds. Except this case,
the rotation angle θ varies depending on selection of S3 and P3.
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where R[  ] denotes a rounded value of an argument to the nearest
integer, i.e. R[f1x1]:=  f1x1  1 / 2 . Note that it generates rounding
errors. In this structure, its output [w1 w2] is exactly the same as its
integer input [x1 x2] in spite of the rounding since the rounding errors
are totally cancelled between input of the forward transform F(θ)
and output of the backward transform F-1(θ).
Neglecting the rounding errors, Eq.(6) is described as a realvalued transform as
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Since these matrices have the property:

yk

P22  I 2 ,

S 22  I 2 ,

(P2S 2 ) 2  (S 2 P2 ) 2  I 2 , (15)

(b) Proposed method
the permutations in our method have a structure of the dihedral
group of order 8. In addition to the Givens rotation in Eq.(4),
denoting the Householder reflection as

Fig.3 The singular point problem can be avoided by
introducing the permutation matrices Q.

D. Computational Cost for Optimization
In the existing method, one pair of permutations S3 and P3 is
determined so that the total amount of variance of the rounding error
becomes the minimum. Since S3 and P3 have 23 and 3! candidates,
respectively, the existing method selects the best one from all the (23
3!)2 /2 = 1,152 combinations (the cases when the determinant is
equal to unity are excluded [14]). This is because the rotation angles
are dependent to each other and a three-point rotation is not
commutative. For example, changing order of xi and xj in Fig.3(a)
varies the rotation angles as

 tan  j 
 ,
 cosi 

i  arctan

cos 
H( )  
 sin 

P2  H( / 2) ,

A. Utilization of Two-Point Permutations
Fig.3(b) illustrates the proposed method. We introduce twopoint permutations instead of the three-point ones in the existing
method. Note that both of the existing method and the proposed
method have 9 rounding operations in total since each of G(θq) has 3
and the permutation has zero. The 2×2 permutation matrix Qp,q,
p  {1, 2}, q  {i, j, k} is a product of a permutation of sign S2, a
permutation of order P2 and the identity matrix I2 where

I 2  G(0) .

G(  )G( )  G(    )
H(  )G( )  H(    )


G(  )H( )  H(    )
H(  )H( )  G(    )

 k  arctan

III. PROPOSED METHOD

S 2  H( ) ,

(17)

Since the Givens rotation G and the Householder reflection H
have the following composition property (proof is given in
appendix):

(13)

It is obvious that changing an angle has an effect on other angles.
Therefore, The existing method requires investigating the variance of
rounding error for all the combinations of the permutations.
The computational cost for the optimization described above
affects on designing time and implementation time of the integer
transform. First of all, when the optimization is performed for
averaged model of various input images, correlation among the color
components of each image is not completely utilized. This is not the
case we are discussing. On the contrary, when the optimization is
performed for each of input images, we should include the rotation
angles φ in Eq.(5) into the overhead as described in section II.A..
Note that we need not only the angles to include into the overhead,
but also the best combination of the permutations.
In this correspondence, we are reducing computational cost of
determining the best combination. When the best combination is
described in the overhead information, it doesn’t reduce
implementation time of the transform, but it reduces designing time.
On the contrary, when it is not described in the overhead, the
decoder should find the best combination in real time. In this case,
our approach reduces the time for implementation.

(16)

the permutations in Eq.(14) are expressed as

 j  arcsinsini cos j 

 tan i sin j  tan  k 
.
 tan i sin  j tan  k  1 



sin  
,
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,

(18)

it became clear that there are only four independent permutations:
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 2 2
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S 2 P2

 G ( 0)
 H( / 2)H( )

 G(  / 2)

 G( / 2)G( / 2)  G( )
 H( )H( / 2)

(19)

 G( / 2)

which are composed of P2, S2 and I2 in Eq.(14). Fig.4 summarizes
these four candidates to be selected as the permutation matrix Qp,q in
Fig.3(b).
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Fig.4 One of four permutations in this figure is selected as
the permutation matrices Q in the proposed method.
B. Effect of a Permutation on Rotation Angles
Fig.5 illustrates four cases to be selected as Q2,qG(θq)Q1,q,
q  {i, j, k} in Fig.3(b). These are expressed as
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case( 4)


G( q ) 

G(0)G( q )

G( q )  G(  / 2)G( q )
G( q ) 

G( )G( q )

G( q )  G( / 2)G( q )

(20)

q  q   / 2

This means that the SP can be shifted by one of {0, π/2, π or -π/2} by
one of the two-point permutations. Note that there exists an SP at
θ=π. As a result of our theoretical analysis, it became clear where the
SP is moved by the two-point permutation.
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C. Effect of a Permutation on Error Variance
Denoting the error as em generated by the rounding just after the
multiplier fm, m  {1,2,3} in F(θ) in Fig.2, its output [y1, y2] contains
the errors:
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 2 
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Variance of these errors are calculated as

and therefore their total amount becomes
2
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Fig.6 Variance of the rounding errors versus
the angle φq of the rotation G(φq) in Fig.1.

Fig.5 Four candidates for the rotation G(φq) in Fig.1.
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the error variance has an SP at φ=π in case (1). It is shifted to φ=π/2,
π and 3π/2(=-π/2) in case (2), (3) and (4), respectively.
Varianceerror
of Rounding
error .
variance

for each rotation G(φq) in Fig.1. This is equivalent to setting F(θq) in
Fig.2 as G(θq) in Fig.3(b), and G(0) as Q1,q in Fig.3(b). Furthermore,
G(0), G(-π/2), G(π) and G(π/2) is selected as the permutation Q2,q in
case(1), (2), (3) and (4), respectively. Namely, there are only four
candidates in Eq.(20) for each rotation G(φq) in Fig.1.
Utilizing the property in Eq.(18), each of the cases in Eq.(20)
gives the angle as follows

(24)

Fig.6 illustrates this error variance theoretically calculated as a bold
line, and experimental one as a cross. It is theoretically indicated that

It should be noted that the error variance is a monotonic
function with respect to distance between the SP and the angle.
Therefore, we can select the best case in Eq.(20) according to the
distance. If a given angle φq exists in the interval [-π/4, π/4), case (1)
is selected as the optimum form for G(φq) in Fig.1, so that the
distance becomes the maximum. Similarly case (2), case (3) and case
(4) is selected for φq  [5π/4, 7π/4), [3π/4, 5π/4) and [π/4, 3π/4),
respectively.
D. Computational Cost of the Two Methods
As described in section II, the existing method requires 1,152
times calculation of the error variance to determine the best case. On
the contrary, in the proposed method, one of four candidates in Fig.5
is determined for each of the three rotations in Fig.1. It is performed
independently since a rotation in the two-dimensional plane satisfies
the commutative low. It amounts to (4  3) =12 times calculation of
the distance.
This discussion can be extended to a general case for a
transform with order N. According to [15], it is known that an N×N
orthonormal matrix KN can be factorized into a product of N(N-1)/2
matrices G(φi,j) of order 2 as
N 1 N

KN   

i 1 j i 1

G( i , j ) .

(25)

Therefore, computational cost of the searching procedure in the
proposed method becomes 4×N(N-1)/2 =2N(N-1). It dramatically
reduces the computational cost of the existing method which is given
as N! 22N /2. We confirm it in IV.C..
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55.0
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proposed

In the simulation below, benefit of introducing the permutation
for lossless coding and compatibility is firstly demonstrated
comparing to the case without any permutation. Secondly,
computational cost of searching the best permutation is compared to
the existing method in [14]. Finally, we conclude that the SP
problem can be eased off by the proposed method at reduced
computational cost.
A. Effectiveness of Permutations on Compatibility
Fig.7 compares the proposed method to the existing method
with the total amount of the rounding errors in reconstructed signals.
In this experiment, a forward transform of the integer KLT with the
permutations is applied to an input image, and reconstructed by the
backward transform of the real-valued transform. The error comes
from difference between the integer transform and the real-valued
transform. This means the compatibility. The peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR) is used as the measure.
When the best combination of the permutations is selected, both
of the two methods attain approximately 54 [dB]. The existing
method is slightly better than the proposed method. However, these
are almost the same. The point we should pay attention is the fact
that the PSNR drops to approximately 40 [dB] at the maximum in
the worst case when the permutation is not applied. As a result, it
was confirmed that introduction of the permutations is effective in
both of the existing method and the proposed method to avoid the SP
problem.
B. Effectiveness of Permutations on Lossless Coding
Fig.8 compares the proposed method to the existing method
with the bit rate per pixel per component. Color components [R, G,
B] are decorrelated by the integer KLT first, and then compressed
with the 5/3 integer DWT and the EBCOT defined by the JPEG
2000 [5].
In case of the existing method, the bit rate averaged over all the
nine kinds of images is 4.14 [bit] at the best, and 4.47 at the worst.
For the proposed method, those are 4.14 [bit] and 4.38 [bit]
respectively. As a result of this experiment, no significant difference
was observed between the two methods. However, it was observed
that introducing the permutations saves the bit rate by approximately
0.3 [bit] at the maximum per pixel per component. Necessity of
avoiding the SP problem was indicated.

Fig.3(b) w/o Q p,q

49.0
47.0
45.0
43.0
41.0
39.0

Fig.3(a) w/o Q a, Q b

Fig.7 Effectiveness of permutations on compatibility
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
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Fig.3(a) w/o Q a, Q b

3.0

Fig.8 Effectiveness of permutations on lossless coding.

C. Comparison of Computational Cost
Table I compares the existing method in [14] and the proposed
method in respect of the execution time to find the best combination
of the permutations, measured on the hardware platform of ‘Pentium
D’ with ‘MATLAB 2006a’ with ‘Windows XP’. The table clearly
indicates superiority of the proposed method to the existing method
in computational cost. It was reduced to approximately 1/570.
Fig.9 illustrates the computational cost to find the best
combination versus the order N of an orthonormal transform,
estimated in section III.D.. Finally, it was confirmed that the
proposed method dramatically reduces the computational cost to find
the best combination of the permutations. It enables to speed up
design and implementation of an integer transform which adaptively
utilizes correlations between color components of each input image
signals.
TABLE I Execution time to find the best combination [sec].
Existing
Proposed
Existing
Proposed

Lenna
313.89
0.56
Aerial
326.68
0.57

Sailboat milkdrop
310.41
306.08
0.54
0.53
Parrots
Ballon
311.04
307.83
0.54
0.57

Pepper
309.02
0.53
Girl
317.68
0.55

couple
317.79
0.55
Average
313.38
0.55

total number of combinations

1.00E+07
1.00E+06
1.00E+05

existing

1.00E+04
1.00E+03

proposed

1.00E+02
1.00E+01
1.00E+00
1

2

3

4

5

order of the transform N
Fig.9 The total number of combinations to be investigated
to find the best combination of permutations.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this correspondence, we discussed the singular point (SP)
problem of an integer KLT for decorrelation of RGB color
components of image signals. We introduced two-point permutations
of order and sign of signals to avoid the SP problem. Analyzing an
effect of the permutation on a rotation angle, computational cost of
finding the best combination of permutations is dramatically reduced.
It contributes to speed up design and implementation of an integer
transform adaptive to each input image signals.
Results in this correspondence are limited to three-color
components. It is necessary to expand the proposed method to more
than three in the future.
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VII. APPENDIX
Proof of Eq.(18): Denoting variables as

z  x  iy ,

z  x  iy ,

u  cos  i sin 

and Eq.(4) and (16) as
)
z G(
 u z ,

)
z H(
 u z ,

Eq.(18) are given as follows.
G(  )G( )  u (u z )  u u z  u   z  G(    )

H(  )G( )  u (u z )  u u z  u   z  H(    )

G(  )H( )  u (u z )  u u z  u   z  H(    )

H(  )H( )  u (u z )  u u z  u  z  G(    )

Q.E.D.

